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ABSTRACT
Multi-layered software architecture allows to allocate different responsibilities to different layers. When such a responsibility is to
react about other part of the system, we can speak about a metalevel architecture. Such an architecture consists of at least two levels–a
base level and a metalevel, where the metalevel reasons about the base level. A causal connection associates the base level objects
with the metalevel objects and guarantees that changes to the metalevel are reflected into corresponding changes to the base level and
vice-versa [14].
This paper presents an innovative approach to handle casual connections in metalevel architectures. The base level is represented
by a legacy application. The metalevel contains a metamodel. The metamodel represents certain feature of the base level application.
Aspect-oriented techniques are used to add a new code to the base level application. This code manages casual connection between
the base level and the metamodel at the metalevel.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In a multi-layered software architecture, different responsibilities of an application are allocated to different layers. This is useful especially in more complex applications,
where it makes maintenance easier. When one layer is subject of another layer, we can speak about metalevel architecture. Then metalevel controls, handles, or describes the
base level.
In general, a metalevel architecture consists of different
levels, where one level is controlled by another one (Fig.
1). From the view of object-oriented programming, where
a program is represented as a set of objects, it is possible
to define several terms in area of metalevel architectures.
Application describing problem being solved is located at
domain level. Domain objects are objects of this application. These objects describe the problem being solved.
A domain object protocol defines operations provided by a
domain object. A domain operation is an operation from a
domain object protocol.

Fig. 1 Metalevel architecture from view of object-oriented
programming

Besides the domain level there is a metalevel which provides space for metaobjects. Metaobjects describe, control,
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implement or modify domain objects. In the case of a multilevel architecture, a metaobject can control other metaobjects. A metaobject protocol (MOP) is object-oriented interface allowing communication between objects at the domain level and objects at the metalevel. It defines application programming interface which can be used to work
with metaobjects. Metaobject protocols in a programming
language are interfaces to the language which provide ability to change language behavior and language implementation [9]. Finally, a metaobject operation is an operation
from the metaobject protocol.
The metalevel contains internal structure (metadata)
which describes the base level. The metalevel is casually
connected to its base level, when any change in the base
level reflects in the corresponding change of metadata and
vice-versa–any change in metadata will be reflected at the
base level.
The term meta in general expresses information about
information. Metaprogramming relates to programs which
manipulate other programs. Metalevel contains data which
are representing related part of base level. If this representation always corresponds to real state of the base level, we
can say that the base level and the metalevel are casually
connected.
Aspect-oriented programming allowed better separation
of such concerns which are impossible to describe by available language constructs (as classes or methods) used to
modularize code. These concerns, named crosscutting concerns, are impossible to modularize from its essence, since
they crosscut basic system functionality. This results in tangled code which it is difficult to understand and reuse. Two
concerns crosscut when they have to be composed differently, but at the same time they must be coordinated [10].
An aspect represents a modular unit consisting of the
pointcut and the advice. Join points are points in which an
aspect crosscuts a basic program. By defining a pointcut,
it is possible to define a set of join points. Advice allows
to define an action executed at points defined by the point-
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cut. Composing defined aspects and the affected program
is a task of the aspect weaver. The most common way of
aspect implementation is weaving the aspect code into the
program code.
Besides clearer modularization possibilities, aspectoriented programming allowed adding a new functionality
to an existing code.
This paper describes innovative approach which uses
aspect-oriented techniques to handle casual connection between the base level and the metalevel. A base level application is advised with a new code which gathers runtime
information about the application, and after change request
it introduces a new code which extends (or replaces) the
original one.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes our method of casual connection utilizing aspectoriented techniques; Section 3 describes an experimental
tool created according to the method proposal. Section 4
provides a brief overview of topics related to our work. Finally, Section 5 draws our conclusions resulting from the
text presented.

ing class with another one can break the functionality of the
original program (e.g. when removing methods which are
used by other classes). The method proposed uses aspectoriented techniques also for application of change. With
help of adding a new code to an existing application, it is
possible to use around advice to avoid execution of selected
parts of original code. Instead of original code, it is possible to get executed a new code implementing change (Fig.
2). This way it is possible to apply required changes without need of solving problems related to general dynamic
software change.

2. CASUAL CONNECTION USING AOP
From the user’s point of view, an application is represented by a set of functional parts–features. Each feature
represents a well-understood abstraction of a system’s problem domain [18]. It exists at runtime as a collaboration of
objects exchanging messages to achieve a specific goal.
The method proposed uses a multilevel architecture to
model relation between application feature implementation
and its model. The base level is represented by a legacy application. The metalevel contains different types of metamodels of selected features from the base level. When
handling casual connection between the base level and the
metalevel (feature and its implementation), two situations
have to be handled: information transfer from the base level
to the metalevel and vice-versa–information transfer from
the metalevel to the base level.
When handling information transfer from the base level
to the metalevel, it is required to get all information about
feature implementation in the base level application. Since
this information must be gathered during runtime, it is impossible to use any static code analysis techniques. Instead,
aspect-oriented programming ability of extending existing
program with a new code is used. By using aspect-oriented
programming, the base level application is extended with
a code which monitors execution of the base level application. The new code is added to those parts of the application which relates to the feature implementation. While
running the base level application, monitoring code gathers
all needed information and sends it to the metalevel. At the
metalevel, according to this information, the metamodel is
created or updated.
Handling information transfer from the metalevel to the
base level is more difficult. After metamodel change, it is
required to alter the base level application. Changing in
general a running program is a difficult task. Among other
things, the biggest issues to solve are handling of active
threads and transfer of a program state. Replacing existISSN 1335-8243 (print) c 2011 FEI TUKE
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Fig. 2 Original sequence of statements a) is advised with a new
code b). This code avoids statement Sn and instead uses the new
statement Sn0

.

Fig. 3 Overall system architecture–relation between the base
level and the metalevel

Fig. 3 describes the overall system architecture. The
base level application is extended with aspects which monitor its execution and change its behavior. While executing
the application, the monitor aspect is gathering data about
execution. These data are sent to the metalevel. There the
data are used to create (or update if already exists) a metamodel. As follows, the metamodel is presented to the user.
After changing the metamodel, the change aspects are
used to propagate the change to the base level application.
Affected code is advised with around aspect. According to
the type of change, the original code is completely avoided
or extended with the new functionality.
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3. METAMODEL OF DATA STREAMS
The Experiment based on the method described consists
of two parts–a base level application and a completely independent metasystem. Both levels are developed using Java
programming language.
The base level application focuses on work with data
streams. Input-output data stream is a sequence of data. Input stream reads data from a defined source (file, network,
memory, etc.) and transfers it to the program; output stream
gets data from the program and transfers it to the defined
target (file, network, memory, etc.).
Main Java classes dedicated to work with data
streams are abstract classes java.io.InputStream,
java.io.OutputStream, java.io.Reader and java.io.Writer.
The first two classes work with bytes, the second ones
work with characters (thus support encoding). In the experiment, we have focused only on byte-related classes.
Java API defines several classes which extend mentioned
abstract classes and which allows processing of data which
passes via the stream.
It is possible to make combinations of classes mentioned. The first class can be connected with the second
one by passing itself as a constructor parameter while creating the second class. This way it is possible to create a
“chain” of classes through which the stream of data passes.
Each “link” in the chain has the ability to process passed
data in some way (for example to do any compression and
encryption).
In the experiment, the task of the metalevel is to create metamodels of data stream chains used in the program.
Each metamodel represents chain of processors affecting
data passed in the stream (Fig. 4).
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defines relationship between created instances. This way a
metamodel is automatically created, while running the base
level application.
To change the behavior of the base level program is a
more difficult task. It is possible to realize two types of
changes–to insert a new instance of a class processing a
data stream, and to remove (or disable) an existing instance
of a class processing a data stream. This problem partly is
solved by applying the Cuckoo’s Egg aspect-oriented design pattern [16]. The pattern defines an aspect that intercepts the creation of the original class and instead returns
an instance of replacement class transparently to the original business logic.
Described aspect is defined for each creation of an instance of the stream processing class. Its around advice
allows to make the execution of original code conditional.
When there is a request to remove the “chain link”, the
around advice simply avoid using of the disabled class. In
the case of the other option–insertion of a new instance–this
instance is added before (or after) execution of the advised
original class constructor.
The result of the experiment described is the existence
of a tool which allows to create a metamodel of data streams
used in any Java application. The application doesn’t
need to be prepared or changed in any way. The tool is
linked with the application by aspect-oriented techniques.
When running the application, the tool automatically creates metamodels of used data streams. These metamodels
can be changed (existing stream processors can be removed
or new added) and this change is automatically reflected in
the base level application behavior.
4. RELATED WORK

Fig. 4 Data stream metamodel

The base level application has no information about the
metalevel–and so there are no extra requirements on its development. It simply implements tasks related to its domain. The metalevel uses abilities of aspect-oriented programming (namely AspectJ) to create a relation to the base
level. As stated above, the solution of casual connection
between two levels is handled in two parts: gathering information about the base level and changing the base level
application behavior.
To get information about the actual data streams implementation, it was necessary to catch all information
about all used classes which inherit from the one of
java.io.InputStream or java.io.OutputStream. It was done
by pointcuts defined for all constructors for the mentioned
types of classes. Always when a new instance of such a
class is created, defined advice checks for existence in the
related metamodel. If the tracked class is not defined yet
in the particular metamodel, a new “chain link” in metamodel is created. If the class is already defined, it is verified
against the existing metamodel. The essential part is context tracking of intercepted constructor invocations which
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Tracing a base level application to collect information
about it is not a new idea. One possibility to trace an application in Java language is using Java Debug Interface
(JDI). With a help of this approach the application doesn’t
need to be modified. The collected data are usually analysed and/or visualised. This approach is used in several
works [13, 17, 19].
Another possibility to collect information about a running system is using the mentioned properties of aspectoriented programming. [6, 11] uses AOP to instrument subject system with a new tracing code. The collected data
are visualised to a user. The most common way to visualise such data are UML sequential diagrams. [6] describes
class diagrams used to store metamodels built from the collected data. Papers [8, 12, 15] contain overview of other
approaches used to reconstruct a software system behavior.
The mentioned works create different kinds of metamodels of the collected data. The metamodel modifications
are not supported.
An idea of a program modification utilizing AOP was
used in [7]. Authors of the paper are using aspects to incorporate new, collaborative features into existing applications.
Modification of existing applications with help of AOP is
subject also of several other works [2–5]. In the first step, a
subject application is extended with a tracing code. As follows the application is executed. After navigating the ap-
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plication flow to the point of interest, the tracing code is enabled. Gathered trace information is filtered and analysed–
the result of the analysis are the class and the method which
will be modified. Modification itself is described by an aspect, which is defined according to the analysis result and
according to the required change.
Works [1,20] differentiate two types of changes–domain
specific change types and generally applicable change
types. A domain specific change is described in a domain specific way. A generally applicable change can be
a kind of an aspect-oriented design pattern. The relationship between these two groups is maintained in a catalog of
changes. Each domain specific change type is defined as a
specialization of one or more generally applicable changes.
5. DISCUSSION/CONCLUSIONS
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